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Investment for Sustainable Development
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Productive investment 
gap

SDG investment gap

Today's SDG paradigm 

• Stagnating FDI growth: flows still 10% below 
pre-crisis peak, and further decline expected 
in 2016

• Three-quarters of 2015 growth due to 
corporate reconfiguration (including 
inversions)

• SDGs face an annual investment gap of $2.5 
trillion

• In key SDG-sectors: agriculture, renewable 
energy, water and sanitation, health and 
education,but also in general productive 
capacity

• 17 Goals to fulfill by 2030, including new 
areas such as climate change, economic 
inequality, innovation, sustainable 
consumption, peace and justice

• Significant resource implications across the 
developed and developing world

Source: ©UNCTAD. 
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UNCTAD's Global 
Action Menu for 
Investment Facilitation

UNCTAD's Road Map
for IIA Reform

UNCTAD's Investment 
Policy Framework for 
Sustainable 
Development 

• Proposes 10 action lines with a series of 
options to for policy makers to adapt and 
adopt for national and national

• Launched in 2016

• Is a tool for policy makers to reform 
international investment agreements, to 
make them more conducive to achieving 
sustainable development objectives

• Launched in 2015

• Helps policymakers design “new generation” 
investment policies that place inclusive 
growth and sustainable development at the 
heart of efforts to attract and benefit from 
investment

• Launched in 2012, updated in 2015

Source: ©UNCTAD. 

UNCTAD Policy Tools 



Trends in International Investment 
Agreements



The IIA universe continues to grow: The year 2015 saw the conclusion of 31 new IIAs –
20 bilateral investment treaties (BITs) and 11 treaties with investment provisions (TIPs)

Trends in IIAs signed, 1980-2015

Source: ©UNCTAD, IIA Navigator.



In 2015, investors initiated a record high of 70 known investor-State dispute settlement
(ISDS) cases

Known ISDS cases, annual and cumulative, 1987-2015

Source: ©UNCTAD, ISDS Navigator.



Argentina, Venezuela and the Czech Republic have been the most frequent respondent
States

Most frequent respondent States, total as of end 2015 
(Number of known cases)

Source: ©UNCTAD, ISDS Navigator.



The United States, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have been the most
frequent home States of investors bringing ISDS claims

Source: ©UNCTAD, ISDS Navigator.

Most frequent home States of claimants, total as of end 2015
(Number of known cases)



Respondent States often prevailed at the jurisdictional stage while investors won more 
of the cases that reached the merits

Results of concluded cases, 
total as of end 2015
(Per cent)

Results of decisions on the merits, 
total as of end 2015
(Per cent)

Source: ©UNCTAD, ISDS Navigator. Source: ©UNCTAD, ISDS Navigator.

* Decided in favour of neither party (liability found but 
no damages awarded)

Excluding cases (1) dismissed by tribunals for lack of 
jurisdiction, (2) settled, (3) discontinued for reasons 
other than settlement (or for unknown reasons) and 
(4) decided in favour of neither party (liability found 
but no damages awarded).



IIA Reform: Policy Tools, Taking Stock 
and the Way Forward



• Need for reform is evident from the heated public
debate and parliamentary hearing processes in many
countries and regions

• The question is not whether or not to reform, but about
the what, how and extent of such reform

• About 100 countries have used UNCTAD's Policy
Framework and Road Map to review their IIA networks
and about 60 have used them to design treaty clauses

There is a pressing need for systematic reform of the global IIA regime – UNCTAD's
Policy Framework and its Road Map for IIA Reform are shaping reform objectives and
approaches



http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/Publications

UNCTAD's Policy Framework helps policymakers address the challenges posed by the
new agenda



Source: ©UNCTAD, Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development 2015.

Structure and components of UNCTAD's Investment Policy Framework 2015



Area Core principles
Investment for 
sustainable development

• The overarching objective of investment policymaking is to promote investment for inclusive growth and sustainable development.

1 Policy coherence • Investment policies should be grounded in a country's overall development strategy. All policies that impact on investment should be 
coherent and synergetic at both the national and international level.

2 Public governance and 
institutions

• Investment policies should be developed involving all stakeholders, and embedded in an institutional framework based on the rule of 
law that adheres to high standards of public governance and ensures predictable, efficient and transparent procedures for investors.

3 Dynamic policymaking • Investment policies should be regularly reviewed for effectiveness and relevance and adapted to changing development dynamics.
4 Balanced rights and 

obligations
• Investment policies should be balanced in setting out rights and obligations of States and investors in the interest of development for 

all.
5 Right to regulate • Each country has the sovereign right to establish entry and operational conditions for foreign investment, subject to international 

commitments, in the interest of the public good and to minimize potential negative effects.
6 Openness to investment • In line with each country's development strategy, investment policy should establish open, stable and predictable entry conditions for 

investment.
7 Investment protection 

and treatment
• Investment policies should provide adequate protection to established investors. The treatment of established investors should be 

non-discriminatory in nature.
8 Investment promotion 

and facilitation
• Policies for investment promotion and facilitation should be aligned with sustainable development goals and designed to minimize the 

risk of harmful competition for investment.

9 Corporate governance 
and responsibility

• Investment policies should promote and facilitate the adoption of and compliance with best international practices of corporate social 
responsibility and good corporate governance.

10 International cooperation • The international community should cooperate to address shared investment-for-development policy challenges, particularly in least 
developed countries. Collective efforts should also be made to avoid investment protectionism.

• They aim to guide the development of national and international investment policies

• They translate the challenges of investment policymaking into a set of “design criteria” for investment policies

• They call for integrating investment policy in overall development strategies

• They are not a set of rules per se, but an integral part of UNCTAD's Policy Framework

UNCTAD's principles for investment policymaking

Source: ©UNCTAD, Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development 2015.



Policymakers have a menu of options for negotiating IIAs

PART A. 
Post-establishment

PART B. 
Pre-establishment

PART C. 
Special and 
Differential Treatment 
(SDT)

1. Preamble

2. Treaty scope 

3. Admission

4. Standards of treatment 
and protection

5. Public policy and national 
security exceptions

6. Dispute settlement

7. Investor obligations and 
responsibilities

8. Relationship to other 
agreements

9. Not lowering of standards 
clause

10. Investment promotion 

11. Institutional set-up

12. Final provisions

4.1 National treatment (NT)

4.2 Most-favoured nation 
(MFN) treatment

4.3 Fair and equitable 
treatment (FET)

4.4 Full protection and 
security (FPS)

4.5  Expropriation

4.6  Protection from strife

4.7  Transfer of funds

4.8  Transparency

4.9  Performance 
requirements

4.10 “Umbrella” clause

4.11 Personnel and staffing

4.3   Unqualified commitment

4.3.1 Qualified FET standard 
with reference to 
customary international 
law

4.3.2 Exhaustive list of 
obligations

4.3.3 Clarifications

4.3.4 Political commitment

4.3.5 Omit FET clause



The World Investment Report 2015 laid out a comprehensive Road 
Map for IIA reform



Source: ©UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2016.

UNCTAD's Road Map for IIA Reform provides six guidelines for reform, addresses five
areas of reform and provides options for actions at four levels of policymaking



Level
Take stock/ 
identify problem

Strategic approach/ 
action plan

Options for actions 
and outcomes

National • National IIA review • National IIA action plan • New model treaty
• Unilateral termination
• Implementation

Bilateral • Joint IIA 
consultations to 
identify reform 
needs

• Plan for a joint course of 
action

• Joint interpretation
• Renegotiation/amendment
• Consensual termination

Regional • Collective review • Collective IIA action plan • Consolidation/rationalization of 
BIT networks

• Common model
• Joint interpretation
• Renegotiation/amendment
• Implementation/aid facility

Multilateral • Global review of 
the IIA regime (e.g. 
WIR15)

• Multilateral consensus-
building on key and 
emerging issues

• Shared vision on systemic 
reform

• Multilateral Action Plan
• Multilateral backstopping

Source: ©UNCTAD.

IIA reform: actions and outcomes



IIA reform is intensifying and yielding the first concrete results at the national, bilateral,
and regional level

Evidence of reform in recent IIAs

Source: ©UNCTAD.



Evidence of reform at the national level: Most of the recently adopted model treaties 
include some sustainable development-friendly clauses

Source: ©UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2016.

Reform-oriented provisions in selected model IIAs

1 References to the protection of health and safety, labour rights, 
environment or sustainable development in the treaty preamble

2 Refined definition of investment (e.g. reference to characteristics of 
investment; exclusion of portfolio investment, sovereign debt obligations 
or claims to money arising solely from commercial contracts)

3 Circumscribed fair and equitable treatment (equated to the minimum 
standard of treatment of aliens under customary international law and/or 
clarification with a list of State obligations)

4 Clarification of what does and does not constitute an indirect 
expropriation

5 Detailed exceptions from the free-transfer-of-funds obligation, including 
balance-of-payments difficulties and/or enforcement of national laws

6 Omission of the so-called “umbrella” clause

7 General exceptions, e.g. for the protection of human, animal or plant life 
or health; or the conservation of exhaustible natural resources

8 Explicit recognition that parties should not relax health, safety or 
environmental standards to attract investment

9 Promotion of Corporate and Social Responsibility standards by 
incorporating a separate provision into the IIA or as a general reference in 
the treaty preamble

10 Limiting access to ISDS (e.g. limiting treaty provisions subject to ISDS, 
excluding policy areas from ISDS, limiting time period to submit claims, 
no ISDS mechanism)

11 Specific proactive provisions on investment promotion and/or facilitation

Selected aspects of IIAs

The scope and depth of commitments in each provision 
varies from one IIA to another.



Evidence of reform at the bilateral level: Most of the recently adopted treaties include 
some sustainable development-friendly clauses

Reform-oriented provisions in IIAs signed in 2015

1 References to the protection of health and safety, labour rights, 
environment or sustainable development in the treaty preamble

2 Refined definition of investment (e.g. reference to characteristics of 
investment; exclusion of portfolio investment, sovereign debt obligations 
or claims to money arising solely from commercial contracts)

3 Circumscribed fair and equitable treatment (equated to the minimum 
standard of treatment of aliens under customary international law and/or 
clarification with a list of State obligations)

4 Clarification of what does and does not constitute an indirect 
expropriation

5 Detailed exceptions from the free-transfer-of-funds obligation, including 
balance-of-payments difficulties and/or enforcement of national laws

6 Omission of the so-called “umbrella” clause

7 General exceptions, e.g. for the protection of human, animal or plant life 
or health; or the conservation of exhaustible natural resources

8 Explicit recognition that parties should not relax health, safety or 
environmental standards to attract investment

9 Promotion of Corporate and Social Responsibility standards by 
incorporating a separate provision into the IIA or as a general reference in 
the treaty preamble

10 Limiting access to ISDS (e.g. limiting treaty provisions subject to ISDS, 
excluding policy areas from ISDS, limiting time period to submit claims, 
no ISDS mechanism)

11 Specific proactive provisions on investment promotion and/or facilitation

Selected aspects of IIAs

Source: ©UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2016.

The scope and depth of commitments in each provision 
varies from one IIA to another.



Charting the way forward: Phase 2 of IIA Reform

• A comprehensive reform requires a two-pronged approach: modernizing existing treaties and 
formulating new ones. 

– Although new treaty design is yielding important results for IIA regime reform, dealing with the 
existing stock of IIAs remains the key challenge. 

• IIA reform has to address the challenge of increasing fragmentation. 
– The continuing experimentation in treaty making is beneficial, but ultimately only coordinated 

activity at all levels will deliver an IIA regime in which stability, clarity and predictability serve the 
objectives of all stakeholders.

– In the absence of such a coordinated approach, the risk is that IIA reform efforts will become 
fragmented and incoherent. IIA reform requires countries to intensify collaboration and coordination 
between treaty partners to address the systemic risks and incoherence of the large body of old 
treaties.

• UNCTAD stands ready to provide the necessary backstopping in this regard. 
– UNCTAD's Road Map for IIA Reform and its Action Menu on Investment provide key guidance for 

reform. 

– UNCTAD's 2016 World Investment Forum that was held in Nairobi, Kenya, discussed concrete steps 
on how to carry IIA reform to the next level.



THANK YOU!

investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org

unctad-worldinvestmentforum.org


